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Model Code F5539
revision 00 of 08-03-17
(the present replaces any previous versions)

Designer: centro studi interno 

Structure: pinewood, multilayer and plywood. Back cushions lean on a 
metal mechanism*. 

Spring system: elastic webbing 

Seat Padding: seat cushions in ecological polyurethane foam covered 
with 100% polyester layer 

Back Padding: back cushions in ecological polyurethane foam covered 
with 100% polyester layer 

Arm Interior: arm cushions in ecological polyurethane foam covered 
with 100% polyester layer 

Removability: not available 

Sewing: leather coverings feasible with contrast stitching in the colors 
available; cuts and sewing vary on microfiber (or fabric) coverings. 

Mechanisms: *the model is equipped with manually adjustable 
backrests (with the exception of versions F92/F93), so that the seat depth 
can reach up to 84 cm. The depth of the model with backrests positioned 
outward is 124 cm.

Standard feet: the model is lifted 17 cm off the floor. Brown bronze 
painted metal PM995, also available in shiny metal.

Please note: for a better comfort experience, the use of the following 
items is recommended on versions O75, F92/F93, O70/O71: Mollapiuma 
three-button pillow (E81), with non-removable covering; feather mix 
armrest pillow (683); pillow (661) in fiber (synthetic fiberfill); small square 
pillow (E67) in fiber (synthetic fiberfill); feather mix 50x50 90° pillow (I09). 
The model is completely finished on each side; each single element is 
covered also on inner sides. 

________
With the reservation of carrying  for production purposes and without 
advanced notices  modifications on the materials, coverings and 
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The 
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the 
production process tolerances.

Density of seat and back 
Markets Seat Back

I 28 Medium 25

D - NL - CH

USA - California

GB 35 fire retardant 25 fire retardant

Others 28 Medium 25
Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Coverings
suggested not suggested not possible 

thick leathers 

thin elastic leathers 

natural leathers 

fabric* 

microfibre* 

leather + split 

DeLuxe 

multicovering 

multicolour 

Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.

* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

Available in one cover, entirely in leather, fabric or microfiber. 
Available in multicover (leather or split combined to fabric or 
microfiber): 1st cov. frame (edge) in leather or split, 2nd cov. 
back and seat cushions in fabric or microfiber. Also available in 
two-tones (two colors of the same article of fabric or microfiber): 
1st col. frame (edge)in fabric or microfiber; 2nd col. back and 
seat cushions in fabric or microfiber.

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

1091_m

Feet

PM995

Ottoman
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toffee.premium 1091
L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes.

dimensions

version code

Description

L 81
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

130

chair without 
armr.

L 96
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

144

maxi chair no 
arm

L 230
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

240

2 1/2 seater

L 162
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

243

2 1/2 seater with 
no armrests

L 196
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

251

1 right arm fac.2 
1/2 str

L 196
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

252

1 left arm fac. 2 
1/2 str

L 226
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

310

1right arm facing 
3 str

L 226
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

320

1left arm facing 3 
str

L 192
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

330

3 str with no 
armrests

L 67
H44 D108 SH- SD-

641

rectang.ottoman 
maxi

L 50
H50 D8 SH- SD-

I09

50x50 90° pillow

L 81
H86 D160 SH44 SD110

T63

chaise longue 
with no arm.

L 96
H86 D160 SH44 SD110

M06

maxi armless 
chaise long

L 115
H86 D160 SH44 SD110

410

chaise lon.raf 
arm fac

L 115
H86 D160 SH44 SD110

420

chaise lon.lft arm 
fac

L 108
H72 D108 SH44 SD58

O75

low back corner

L 123
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

146

chair no arms 
meridian right 

facing

L 123
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

147

chair no arms 
meridian left 

facing

L 204
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

O81

rhf merid.arml.2-
seat.maxi

L 204
H86 D108 SH44 SD58

O82

lhf merid.arml.2-
seat.maxi

L 129
H86 D119 SH44 SD58

F92

fixed back rhf 
long corner

L 129
H86 D119 SH44 SD58

F93

fixed back lhf 
long corner

L 242
H86 D119 SH44 SD58

O70

low back rhf 
mer.chair corn.
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L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes.

dimensions

version code

Description

L 242
H86 D119 SH44 SD58

O71

low back lhf 
mer.chair corn.

L 242
H86 D119 SH44 SD58

095

cor. chair merid. 
right fac.

L 242
H86 D119 SH44 SD58

096

cor. chair merid. 
left fac.

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W93

252 + o70
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